Nature of Complaint:
I strongly believe the rate reimbursement to people with roof top solar should remain the same. Net metering is a boost to the overall picture of producing enough power for our state by giving APS another source of power without having to invest in more gas generating plants and also preparing for the day when Palo Verde is no longer able to be licensed due to its age. With the excess energy from roof top solar going to a neighbors home where that neighbor is still charged by APS the going rate makes it seem as though they are not losing out in a big way on additional revenue. Plus there are enough static costs on a monthly APS bill that even solar panel uses are paying 20 to 40 dollars a month or more in fees and taxes most of the year. Leave net metering alone. 14 states have looked at this recently and have left it stand. APS investors are doing just fine. Thanks for letting me comment.

Utilities' Response:

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:
Opinion noted and filed in Docket No. E-01345A-13-0248. closed
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